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Another improved performance from the English showed that if they can improve their attitude on the park, Martin Johnson may yet transform this side.But if attitude relates to discipline, it is here where the English are losing matches. Two more yellow cards, for a total ten sin bins in four matches. It is almost as if both the referee and the players
themselves expect such penalties. While their fans may believe they are being unjustly targeted, in reality the visitors were lucky to not receive at least one more.It is said that the Coach teaches the strategy, and the captain enforces discipline, maybe it is this simple fact that Johnson - arguably England’s greatest test leader –is struggling to teach his
charges. Ireland put in a performance where other teams would have put them to the sword. It appears England’s is permanently stuck in its scabbard.Croke Park again provided an impeccable rugby atmosphere. Over 80,000 Irish provided rousing voice to the game. Such Six Nations games are special affairs, indeed why we watch rugby.The game
started well enough for England, with the centre combination of Mike Tindall and Riki Flutey surely the one amalgamation where Johnson would do well to persist.For the second week as well, Johnson’s troops showed steel in defence. If they build on this their patterns could become impenetrable as to win them test matches. But until they can
remember how to build pressure and spark counter offensive strikes, they will continue to lose. The English back division looked promising enough, but still seems to be missing a little bit of magic. Now that a Six Nations title is out of reach, should Johnson look back to Danny Cipriani?He brings a certain je ne sais quoi and natural verve to the play,
something that Toby Flood and Andy Goode cannot (with the exception of some brilliant play from the latter at the death).Ireland looked strangely out of sorts, similar to England’s last opponent Wales. Perhaps it was the pit bull style qualities of the Red rose that threw them off balance.Ronan O’Gara had an average game, spearheading Ireland’s
persistence to kick the ball. While Declan Kidney has no doubt instilled some mental fortitude to this team, such tactical naivety would have been punished by a better side.It is indicative of the reason why Northern Hemisphere rugby still struggles with the giants of the South. Ireland and England both made enough faux pas for each other to easily
win the game. All Black and Springbok teams win due to capitalisation of their antagonist’s flaws. Until the Six Nations sides can do the same, they will not beat the top teams in the world.Still, for the atmosphere and all of the promise, this was a messy game at the best of times. The halftime score of three all signified much of the game. Ireland doing
enough but not putting together the pieces to score, while England showed enough rugby nous, but not the precision to punish. Ireland though has natural leaders, great rugby players who controlled the ebb of the match. This was ultimately the difference between the teams. Despite imposing themselves on England for long periods, the home team
could not penetrate England’s defensive coach Mike Ford’s systems.Enter Brian O’Driscoll, who slotted an elegant drop goal to receive points reward for their enterprise. From here the Irish pack upped the ruck pressure which showed Phil Vickery up one too many times for indiscretions which led him to cool his heels for ten.It was here that the Irish
led a concerted attack on the English last line, and while their big men could not get over, the Irish captain went low and hard to score. Not his most elegant five points, but certainly among the more important.Likewise in the forwards, Paul O’Connell was an absolute tower. He ruled the air and marshalled his pack well against aggressive and almost
charlatan English forwards.Both he and O’Driscoll will no doubt be among the first names called for the Lions squad.Still, despite this, and Danny Care receiving England’s second yellow just ten minutes from time, England still scored and came within whiskers of stealing an improbable victory.Ireland’s first Grand Slam since 1948 still lies in wait.
But away visits to their oldest foes Scotland and Wales wait. The perennial bridesmaids of the championship may finally get to walk down the aisle, but it will be one hell of a fight to get there.Ireland 14 England 13 @ Croke Park (halftime three all)For Ireland:Tries: O’Driscoll (56)Cons: O’Gara 0/1Pens: O’Gara 2/5Drop: O’Driscoll (45)For
England:Tries: Armitage (78)Cons: Goode 1/1Pens: Flood 1/1, Armitage 1/1 Richie Murphy’s youngsters picked up their first U-20 Six Nations Summer Series points with a 37-36 bonus point win over England in a game which produced 10 tries. Giving his reaction afterwards, Murphy said: “It was a really weird game, wasn’t it? We were 14-0 down
early on and then put some really good stuff together to get up at half-time (28-19) which was very encouraging. “We lost our way a bit in the second half, a few set piece penalties which put us under pressure and we then probably overplayed at our end which gave them access into our 22. “With England having such a big pack, it’s hard to stop them
getting over our line. But Sam then kicked a great penalty from the halfway line to get us home.” The Ireland head coach was a place-kicker of high renown during his own playing days and first joined the Ireland senior set-up in 2013 as skills and kicking coach. He was delighted to see Prendergast take on that decisive 78th-minute penalty and
praised the younger brother of Connacht’s Cian Prendergast for the quality of his strike under immense pressure. “We had a long range penalty kicker on the pitch as well in George Coomber, but Sam decided that he wanted it. He was obviously in the groove because he had been in the game,” explained Murphy. I’m sure the one he missed earlier on
probably upset him. It was great to give Sam that opportunity and to be fair to him it never looked like it was going anywhere else. “What people won’t realise was that it was going into a bit of a breeze as well. It was great for him. “He’s an Under-19 out-half, he’s come in, he’s worked really hard and stepped up and filled a hole as our two first choice
out-halves are both out injured at the moment.” The Ireland U-20s will find out their play-off opponents tomorrow when Pool B wraps up. It will be either Georgia or Scotland who face off in Verona before the tournament moves on to Treviso’s Stadio di Monigo for finals day next Tuesday. Shorn of a number of Under-20 Grand Slam winners due to
injury, a second successive victory for this Irish squad would be important in terms of laying the foundations for next year’s group. “It’s a massive (win) for us. Any tournament like this, if you lose your first two games you’re very much up against it. At least now we’re looking forward to the last game,” admitted the Wicklow man. “Yes, we finished
bottom of our pool (behind France, England and unbeaten table toppers South Africa), but in a short tournament like this that can easily happen. “We just want to try and go home with two wins from four which with the group that we have, with twelve Under-19s in the group, will be hugely beneficial for those guys for next year.” 1647121467“It was
a good Test match,” Sexton said. “You’re never going to come here and have an easy game, no matter what.“The positive things we’ll learn is that I think two years ago we would have lost that game.“At 15-15, we wouldn’t have had the composure to regroup but the mental skills and development we’ve done over the last couple of years really stood to
us.”1647121439“(I’m) over the moon - if you’d said that to us (a bonus-point win) before the start of the game, we’d have snatched your hand off, wouldn’t we?“It’s obviously a tough place to come and we were under a bit of pressure there in that second half for a while and some of that was our own doing.“But the composure we showed at 15-15 to
stick to our task and come away with the bonus point was something that we should be as a group immensely proud of.“I thought the lads were really calm whilst under a bit of pressure, stayed on task and thoroughly deserved that bonus point in the end.”1647121410"It was a crazy old game and Test matches are never perfect, that's why they are
called Test matches," said Ireland coach Farrell."They are there to put you under pressure."The crowd were behind them, momentum was going their way and sometimes when you've got 14 men you've got nothing to lose; sometimes when you've got 15 men and you're playing against 14 men you've got everything to lose."We became a little bit
desperate at times, a little bit inaccurate at certain stages but having said all that you take the rough with the smooth and we came away with a brilliant victory in the end."It's never going to be perfect. But we managed to find a way."We talked during the week about finding a way to get our supporters singing towards the end and we did that. We go
home tonight to recover very happy. It's job done and we move on to the next one."1647121365Jones added: “I’m a bit disappointed the referee didn’t allow us to scrum fully. That would be my only complaint - we were not allowed to play advantage away from the scrum. We got four scrum penalties and there was no sign of a yellow card.“We want to
have a powerful scrum and if World Rugby want to have the scrum in the game they have got to allow the strong scrums to dominate. We are disappointed we didn’t get more out of that.”1647121312“Charlie is disappointed but no-one apportions blame on him. It was a genuine attempt to make a good tackle but his head was just in the wrong spot
and we have got no questions about the red card.”1647117390“I see that as a foundation game for us where we set out our campaign for the World Cup in 2023,” Jones said. “The spirit, the determination, the ability to work through problems, absolutely outstanding.“When you consider we lost [Kyle] Sinckler, [Tom] Curry, [Jonny] Hill’s on the
sideline, [Sam] Underhill’s on the sideline, there’s a lot of blokes to come back and compete.“The pack is only going to get better and better. We want an old-fashioned pack and be new fashioned in the way we attack. We’re moving towards that and you see how much the players are enjoying that.“We got to 15-all with 15 to go, we’re controlling the
game. We just made a couple of mistakes that allowed them into the game. It’s a learning experience for this team. I couldn’t be prouder of them. The young guys will learn a lot from that.”PA1647112884IrelandHUGO KEENAN: Exceptional energy and work-rate rewarded with his sixth international try. Strong under the high ball. 8ANDREW
CONWAY: Struggled to influence the game from an attacking perspective but produced a stunning spiral kick to touch. 7GARRY RINGROSE: Made a couple of sharp breaks and put in his share of tackles. At times wasteful in possession. 6BUNDEE AKI: Added much-needed beef on a breathless afternoon but was relatively quiet and made limited
impact. 6JAMES LOWE: Capitalised on oceans of space to expertly finish the opening score and had a pivotal role in the final try. 8JOHNNY SEXTON: Not his finest game in the green jersey. Soaked in his surroundings as he exited Twickenham for probably the last time. 7JAMISON GIBSON-PARK: Arguably the sharpest man on the pitch, constantly
propelling Ireland forward with his quick thinking. 9CIAN HEALY: Struggled on his first Test start in a year as depleted England enjoyed scrum success. 5DAN SHEEHAN: Started magnificently on his first meaningful Test start but part of a front row which was second best. 7TADHG FURLONG: A tireless shift, albeit Ireland's scrum constantly
malfunctioned and remains a work-on. 6TADHG BEIRNE: Scrapped hard on what proved to an extremely testing afternoon for the error-strewn visitors. 7JAMES RYAN: Forced off inside two minutes after being clattered in the head by the red-carded Charlie Ewels. N/APETER O'MAHONY: Had mixed success in attempting to inspire Ireland when they
were in danger of crumbling. 6JOSH VAN DER FLIER: Another solid showing from an increasingly influential player. Teed up Lowe's try. 7CAELAN DORIS: A class act and a fine sight when in full flow. Denied a first-half try by Ringrose's knock-on. 81647112847EnglandFREDDIE STEWARD: The full-back’s presence grew as the match reached its
decisive phase. 7/10MAX MALINS: Unable to get involved as his pack sucked Ireland into the trenches where the odds were evened. 6JOE MARCHANT: Known for his attacking repertoire but it was his defence that held up to scrutiny. 7HENRY SLADE: Like Marchant, rolled up his sleeves to help halt the green tide with a series of tackles. 7JACK
NOWELL: Packed down in the back row to cover for Charlie Ewels and was immense. 8MARCUS SMITH: Kicked his goals and managed a difficult game well, but others around him shone more. 7HARRY RANDALL: Among the weaker links against Ireland, but Ben Youngs hardly improved matters. 6ELLIS GENGE: A team-mate could be heard calling
him an “animal” on the ref mic - and it was meant as a compliment. Towering performance. 8JAMIE GEORGE: Roared on every England mini-victory like he had won the World Cup. Outstanding. 8KYLE SINCKLER: Failed to reach the interval after taking a head knock, but powerful until then. 6MARO ITOJE: Led English resistance on both sides of the
ball. The Saracens lock was everywhere. 8CHARLIE EWELS: Sent off after 82 seconds for a dangerous tackle and can have no complaints. 4COURTNEY LAWES: Rose to the occasion knowing it would take a super human effort to keep England in touch. 7TOM CURRY: Limped off with a hamstring injury in the first half and England missed his workrate. 6SAM SIMMONDS: The pick of England’s back row cut Tadhg Furlong in two with one tackle. 81647111701 "I really think we showed today how much it means to be part of this team,” Lawes told ITV."We didn't give up for a second. We knew from minute two it was going to be pretty tough for us."But we had a lot of confidence going into the
game and truly believed we could win that."Obviously it wasn't to be today, towards the end we were pretty tired, I think. But class effort from the boys. I honestly couldn't ask any more of them."Asked about the feeling in the team following Ewels' dismissal, Lawes told ITV: "We were actually quite excited for the challenge, to be fair."As soon as the
red card went up, the energy went up from the boys and we really wanted to make it right for Ewelsy."Unfortunately, we couldn't do that but the effort was there and that's all we can ask for."1647110239
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